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PRODUTOS / MÁQUINAS 
 
YOFC is mainly producing and selling different types and standards of optical preform, optical fibre and optical cable that widely installed in
telecommunication industry, customized specialty fibre and cable, RF coaxial cable and accessories. YOFC also provides the integrated system,
project design and services. In addition, YOFC is equipped with a full series of fibre and cable and solutions, providing a variety of different products
and solutions for world’s telecom industry and other industries (e,g. Publicity, Transportation, Oil & Chemistry and Medication) and offering its products
and services to over 60 countries and regions around the world.

Through introduction, digestion, absorption and innovation since its establishment, YOFC has carried out a way to successfully revitalize national
industry. So far, it has obtained over 300 national-granted patents and several foreign invention patents from Europe, US and Japan, etc. including
PCT authorization. These achievements have driven YOFC to honour the following award & reputation:National Enterprise Technical Center,Innovative
Enterprise,National First Batch Intelligent Manufacturing Pilot Demonstration Enterprise,National Manufacturing Industry Single Championship
Demonstration Enterprise, etc.Moreover, YOFC was granted theSecond Class National Science and Technology Progress Award(twice) and theChina
Quality Award, etc. In addition, YOFC was nominated the support organization for National Key Laboratory in optical fibre and cable preparation
technology and it is also one of the significant members in ITU-T and IEC in setting national standards.
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A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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